
Brainstorm Our Future Priorities

Create one sticky note with your "next steps" for each of our three

goals.

There's a lot we can test! In the few key test scenarios we've defined, we need to

determine the priority test cases, and how we'd think about testing this case. Bonus

points if you can call out any automation best practices!

what are our

options on

thesting the

email

verifications?

Scenario #3

Checkout Cart

Brainstorm Your Test Cases

Scenario #2

Shopping Cart

Brainstorm Your Test Cases

Brainstorm Test Scenarios

Think about whats important to our e-commerce business, and our

users. What would you test first? 

There's a lot we can test! Let's start by prioritizing a few key test scenarios for our

team to tackle in the near term.  

Define Test Scenarios

Starting and Scaling a

Function Test Automation

Strategy

This template will guide you through how to get

started with test automation. In this session, we

will:

Define our automation strategy and goals.

Determine our test scenariosand cases, and break

down tests in an automated fashion.

Learn how to scale automation across your

application.

General MURAL tips

Select Outline from the top menu to move

to each section of the board.

To move around the board, hold the

spacebar, click and drag.

Zoom in and out from your mouse or

trackpad or Cmd/Ctrl and + or - from your

keyboard.

Add sticky notes by double-clicking on the

canvas or select from the left-hand menu.

Edit sticky notes by double-clicking on

text. To duplicate click and hold the ALT

key.

A quick review of our application we'll be

testing today:

We're the new quality engineers for a

greenfield retail/eCommerce application.

There's no real app yet, but we have some

wireframes.

We use SaaS providers, so there are APIs

at our disposal.

The app devs do the core API/integration

testing, but we can use them in our E2E

strategy. 

Goals of automation1

It all begins with a plan! Before you dive in and start creating tests, it's important to consider

your testing goals and strategy. In this section, we want to set goals. Why are we automating?

How will we measure our success? 

Part 1 - Setting Goals

What of the goals of automating our applications tests?

Enter some of your ideas in a sticky note below.

Part 2 - Mapping KPIs

How can we measure some of goals?

Enter your ideas in a sticky note below.

Scenario #1

Authentication

Brainstorm Your Test Cases

       Test Case                        Goal                      Description        Test Case                 Goal                       Description        Test Case                 Goal                       Description

Define Test Cases

There's a lot we can test! Let's start by prioritizing a few key test scenarios for our

team to tackle in the near term.  

Mapping Future Testing Priorities

Goal #1

Decrease time to market

Goal #3

Increase confidence in deployments

Goal #2

Provide fast feedback to dev & the team

Visit mabl.com
Open link

Mabl is an intelligent, low-code test

automation platform for your entire team.

For more information, visit our website,

or start a free, 14-day trial.

http://www.mabl.com

